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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 33 (1997), 75 { 98TRANSFORMATIONS OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS OF SECOND ORDER ANDADJOINED NONLINEAR EQUATIONSL. M. Berkovich, N. H. RozovDedicated to the memory of Professor Otakar BoruvkaAbstract. Transformations of linear dierential equations were studied by Euler,Kummer, Liouville, Lyapunov, S. Lie, Darboux, Halphen, Imshenetskii, Bohl andothers. Otakar Boruvka's name takes a deserved place even in this list of famousmathematicians. His work [1] is prominent contribution to classic theory develop-ment. In this paper a short review of some works (including not well-known ones)dedicated to stated subject is given. Moreover, Kummer{Liouville's transformationsand Euler{Imshenetskii{Darboux's transformations of second order linear equationsare considered. Algorithmic procedures of related equations construction are indi-cated. Also adjoined nonlinear equations are investigated, namely Ermakov's equa-tion and Kummer{Schwarz's equation for which one or other principles of nonlinearsuperposition take place. IntroductionEuler [25] (1780), Kummer [34] (1834) and Liouville [37] (1837) set up prob-lems about reductions of linear ordinary dierential equations of second order(LODE-2) with variable coecients to LODE-2 of a preassigned form, in otherwords, problems of linear equations equivalence. These problems have not onlytheoretical, but also practical signicance, because a constructive solution of manynatural science and engineering problems depends on the following problem: couldthe present equation be transformed to a known form? However, Euler and Kum-mer have considered transformations of dierent types. Euler have applied lineardierential transformation of dependent variable, Kummer have applied transfor-mation of dependent and independent variables. These transformations have agreat signicance not only for integration of dierential equations. They havea great signicance in investigating such problems of qualitative theory of dif-ferential equations as oscillating properties, boundedness, stability and solutions1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : Primary 34C20, 34A05, Secondary 34A30, 34-03.Key words and phrases: Kummer{Liouville transformation, Euler{Imshenetskii{Darbouxtransformation, Ermakov equation, Kummer{Schwarz equation, factorization.
76 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVasymptotic behavior. Already Kummer, with some limitations to equation's coef-cients, has shown, that equivalence problem has always solution for local changeof variables (Kummer{Liouville transformation (KL)). This result is applied ingeometrical (qualitative) theory LODE (see, for example, Arnold, [6]). Kummer'sproblem for global transformations was solved by Boruvka [1], [2], [3]. This prob-lem for local transformations was investigated methodically by Berkovich [8], [9],[10], who paid a special attention to eective nding the transformations. It shouldbe noted that KL transformation is the most general transformation preservinglinearity and the order of equation, since Stackel{Lie's theorem (Stackel [46]).Solution of Kummer's equivalence problem was the nding of all correspondingset of transformations KL. And one more: Kummer's problem inevitably leadsto nonlinear equations (Ermakov's and Kummer{Schwarz's equations), for whichone or other nonlinear superposition principle take place. Thus, it is proved thatproblems of linear equations transformations could not be solved without using ofnonlinear equations.According to what has been said there was a great interest in transformationproblems which resulted in creation of an extensive bibliography. However, manyworks were forgotten. It is also true for Kummer's work [34], which Boruvka haveopened for all mathematicians, and it is true for many other works. Betweenthese forgotten works are works of Euler [25], Imshenetskii [33], in which dieren-tial transformation was applied, reopened by Darboux [21]. This transformationshould be naturally called Euler{Imshenetskii{Darboux's transformation (EID).There was Ermakov's work [20] in which he introduced and integrated nonlinearequation for the rst time, and it was also forgotten. Later this equation arosemany times in the qualitative theory of dierential equations (Lyapunov [32], Bohl[18], [19], Hamel [36], Yakubovich [48],[49] et al.). However it's Pinney's work [43]that is better known and in this work he had shown explicitly nonlinear superposi-tion principle which took place in Ermakov's equation. In Berkovich and Rozov'swork [7] it is stated for the rst time that Ermakov has priority in the mentionedequation.In particular this paper is about these works. The mentioned works were notwell known (some of them were even forgotten). They have not an inuence onBoruvka, so he has created algebraic theory of global transformations of LODE-2independently. However the authors' opinion is that they must be considered inthe following development of this theory.The main purposes of this paper are consideration KL and EID transformations,including nding of their mutual relations, and nding of algorithmic proceduresfor equations \reproduction".Contents.In x1 a brief historical review of some works which have any relations withKummer's problem is given. Apparently, their authors had not known about theserelations. In this review, which is not complete, the works, preceding Boruvka'swork [1], made by Russian and Soviet mathematicians are considered.In x2 Kummer's problem, Kummer{Liouville's transformation and adjoined
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 77nonlinear equations are considered in detail.In x3 one way of equations reproduction (related equations construction) isproposed, which is based on using of basic dierential equation; this basic equationdescribes KL transformation.In x4 related equations, that has relation through EID transformation are con-sidered. Also relation between KL transformation and EID transformation isnoted. Boruvka's accompanying equation is considered to be an example.x1. A brief review of some works, thathave relations with Kummer's problemKummer's [34] and Liouville's [37] works are fundamental in Kummer's problem.However these works are cited frequently at present. We shall start our brief (andincomplete) historical review from Ermakov's work [24].Let there is an equation(1.1) y00 + a0(x)y = 0; a0(x) 2 C(I); I = fxja  x  bg:Ermakov's equation is the equation(1.2) v00 + a0(x)v   b0v 3 = 0; b0 6= 0Theorem 1 (Ermakov). 1) General solution of the equation (1.2) can be writtenin the form(1.3) v2(x) = c1(y1 Z dxy21 + c2y1)2 + b0c1 y21; c1 6= 0;where y1(x) is any nontrivial solution of the equation (1.1), and c1 6= 0, c2 arearbitrary constants;2) in case where c1 = 0 there are one-parameter solutions families of(1.4) v2(x) = 2p b0y21 Z dxy21 + c2y21;3) The solution of nonsingular Cauchy problem for (1.2) with initial conditions(1.5) v(x0) = v0 6= 0; v0(x0) = v00can be written in the form(1.6) v2(x) = y21 + b0w 2y22;where y1; y2 is the equation's (1.1) base, satisfying to conditions(1.7) y1(x0) = y10 6= 0; y2(x0) = y20; y01(x0) = y010; y02(x0) = y020 6= 0;
78 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVand w0 = y10y020   y20y010 = const 6= 0 is the equation's (1.1) Wronskian.Note. Ermakov's work [24] presentation can be found in Berkovich works [8],[10]. The formula (1.4) makes possible to nd the solution of the singular Cauchyproblem for (1.2), satisfying the conditions v(x0) = 0; v0(x0) = 1. This formulais absent in [24]. General solution for the equation (1.2) can be written in the form(Pinney [43])(1.8) v(x) =qAy22 +By2y1 +Cy21;  4b0 = B2   4AC;where y1; y2 is the equation's (1.1) base.It should be noted, that there are some useful transformations of the Hill'sequation(1.9) d2ydt2 + p(t)y = 0;in Lyapunov's work [38], where p(t) is periodic function of period T . Also it shouldbe noted, that [38] was particularly inspired by Joukovskii's work [50]. Lyapunovtransformation, which leaves an equation in Hill's equations class, has the form(1.10) y(t) = !(t)y1( );  = tZ0 dt1!2(t1) :Here !(t) is positive T{periodic function, with continuous second derivative (or, inmore general case, absolutely continuous rst derivative). This indicated changetransforms Hill's (1.9) equation to Hill's equation(1.11) d2y1d2 + p1( )y1 = 0;where(1.12) p1( ) = !3[! + p!]t=t():Here p1( ) is periodic function of  of period(1.13) T1 = TZ0 dt!2(t) :Lyapunov had stability criterion of Hill's equation solution for p(t)  0 and hehad used the transformation (1.10) to nd stability criterion for those cases whenfunction p(t) changes its sign in period boundary.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 79Further, we shall mention Bohl's works [18], [19], [20]. In Bohl's work [18] (seealso [19]) the equation(1.14) d2zdt2 + (+ '(t))z =  (t);  = const;was considered, where ' and  were continuous periodic functions. Also corre-sponding homogeneous equation(1.15) d2zdt2 +Xz = 0; X = + '(t)was considered. Then the equation (1.14) general solution can be founded easily ifany particular solution of the equation (1.14) and linearly independent solutionsof the equation (1.15) are known."However we also could investigate the equation (1.15) with the help of thefollowing statement.IfX is a function, dened for all t, and function v, dened for all t and satisfying(1.16) v3(v00 +Xv) = c; (c = const 6= 0);then functions(1.17) v exp(p c tZa dtv2 ); v exp( p c tZa dtu2 )in case of c < 0, and functions(1.18) v cos(p c tZa dtv2 ); v sin(p c tZa dtv2 )in case of c > 0, are linearly independent solutions of the equation (1.15)".Also Bohl had studied solutions representations for linear equation of secondorder in another his work [20]."Subsequently we shall use the linear equation (1.15) property, which statesthat the linear equation (1.15) can be "integrated", if the function F (t) is knownand this function can be written in the form(1.19) F (t) = c1u2 + c2uv + c3v2;where u; v are linearly independent solutions; and c1; c2; c3 are constants not dis-appearing simultaneously".It should be noted, that the function (1.19) is a solution of the selfadjoinedlinear equation(1.20) F 000 + 4XF 0 + 2X 0F = 0; (0) = ddt ;
80 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVthough the equation (1.20) was not written explicitly in [20]. In this work nonho-mogeneous equation (1.14) was also considered.Further, we shall consider Elshin's works. Started in [22], he wrote a whole se-quence of works in which he had studied the solutions of linear dierential equationof the second order(1.21) x+ p(t) _x+ q(t)x = 0with continuous in interval (nite or innite) a < t < b coecients. A brief reviewof his investigations of qualitative problems for the equation (1.21) he has givenin the work [23].Solution of these problems by phase method is realized by means of the studyingof those functions which are determined by characteristic operator(1.22) J [; (p; q)] = (   p2)0 + 2 + q   p24 :This operator on all admissible values of  is satisfying conditions:1)  is continuous on (a; b); 2)  is the function, that   p=2 has continuousderivative.The equation (1.21) transformation on all admissible values of (1.23) x = y exp tZt0 (   p2)dresults in equation from which y can be found:(1.24) y00 + 2y0 + J [; (p; q)]y = 0;This equation can be reduced to Lagrangian selfadjoined form(1.25) (Ky0)0 +Gy = 0;where(1.26) K[] = exp(2 tZt0 d); G[; (p; q)] = JKFor all continuous on (a; b) coecients p and q, and for all admissible values of those  for which KG = 1 are always exist.In these conditions the equation (1.21) general integral is(1.27) x = C1 exp( 12 tRt0 pd)pj ! j cos( tZt0 !d + C2);
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 81where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants, and variable frequency !(t) = K 1()can be found from the dierential equation(1.28) 12 !00!   34 !0! 2 + !2 = q   14p2   12p0If u and v are the equation (1.21) solutions fundamental system which has initialconditions: u0 = 1; u00 = 0; v0 = 0; v00 = 1, when t = t0 then the equation (1.28)general integral is(1.29) !(t) = A exp(  tRt0 pd)(Au+ Bv)2 + v2 ;A and B are arbitrary constants.The following expressions(1.30) (t) = C1 exp( 12 tRt0 pd)pj ! j ; '(t) = tZt0 !dare called an amplitude and a phase respectively, the function !(t) is called avariable frequency, and Elshin has noted that they were deduced by Bohl forthe rst time.Some important results in qualitative theory were obtained due to the phasemethod. Elshin's particular approach to this problem was the equation (1.21)reduction not to canonical form (Jacobi's form), but to the equation (1.24). Thesecond specialty of the phase method is transition from the estimate of the equationroots (zeroes) distances to the phases relations.We nish our brief review of the works preceding Boruvka's work [1] (see also[2] and the papers [3], [4]), by the indication of Yakubovich's work [48] (see alsoYakubovich and Starzhinskii's work [49]). Investigating the equation (1.9) solu-tions stability he used the following expression for the y1; y2 base:(1.31) y1 = r cos(n tZ0 dtr2 ); y2 = r sin(n tZ0 dtr2 ):Yakubovich again came to Ermakov's equation written in the form(1.32) p(t) = n22r4(t)   r(t)r(t) ; n = 1; 2; :::Boruvka [1] has developed original and fruitful theory of LODE{2 transforma-tions apparently from the mentioned works. However the authors suppose thatthese works must be considered for the further development of the DE qualitativetheory.
82 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVx2. Kummer's problemSetting of the problem. Let there are the equations(2.1) y00+a1(x)y0+a0(x)y = 0; a1(x) 2 C1(I); a0(x) 2 C(I); I = fxja < x < bg(2.2) z + b1(t) _z + b0(t)z = 0; b1(t) 2 C1(J); b0(t) 2 C(J); J = ftj < t < gwhere I and J are opened (nite or innite) intervals and there is Kummer{Liouville's transformation (KL)(2.3) y = v(x)z; dt = u(x)dx; v; u 2 C2(I); uv 6= 0; 8x 2 I = fxja < x < bgThis transformation is the most general point transformation which preservesthe order and linearity of equation (Stackel [46]).Kummer's problem is to nd all set of Kummer{Liouville transformations (2.3)which transform (2.1) to (2.2). LODE{2 global transformations were consideredin Boruvka's works [1], [2] (see also [3]), as mentioned above. In Berkovich's works[8], [9], [10] a special attention paid to the eective nding of KL transformation.Remark 1. Considering Kummer's problem we usually restrict ourselves to theequations (2.1) and (2.2) canonical forms (a1 = 0; b1 = 0). However, not to losesome admissible transformations, we must take into account the possibilities ofb1 6= 0 (even if a1 = 0) and b1 = 0.Lemma 1. To reduce (2.2) from (2.1) by means of transformation (2.3) it isnecessary and sucient that factorization through dierential operators (noncom-mutative ones in general case) should take place(2.4) Ly  (D   v0v   u0u   r2(t)u)(D   v0v   r1(t)u)y = 0; D = d=dx;where r1(t) and r2(t) are satisfying Riccati equations respectively(2.5) _r1 + r21 + b1(t)r1 + b0(t) = 0; _r2   r22   b1(t)r2 + _b1   b0(t) = 0:Lemma 1 is proved by means of Mammana's theorem about factorization exis-tence (Mammana [39]).Lemma 2. To reduce (2.2) from (2.1) by means of transformation (2.3) it isnecessary and sucient that the following formulas should take place 2v0v 1   u0u 1 + b1(t)u = a1(x);(2.6) v00 + a1v0 + a0v   b0(t)u2v = 0:(2.7)This lemma is proved through straightforward calculations or by means oflemma 1.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 83Theorem 2. The equation (2.1) can be reduced to (2.2) by means of KL trans-formation (2.3) if and only if the following conditions take place:v(x) = ju(x)j 1=2 exp( 12 Z a1(x)dx+ 12 Z b1(t)dt);(2.8) ft; xg+B0(t)t02 = A0(x);(2.9)where ft; xg = 12 t000t0   34  t00t0 2 is Schwarz's derivative;(2.10) A0(x) = a0   14a21   12a01; B0(t) = b0   14b21   12 _b1are the equations (2.1), (2.2) semiinvariants, respectively, over the dependent vari-ables y = (x)z; z = (t) transformations, where (x); (t) are arbitrary func-tions;(2.11) v00 + a1v0 + a0v   b0v 3 exp( 2 Z xx0 a1dx) = 0; b1 = 0;(2.12) v00 + a1v0 + a0v   b0v 3 exp( 2 Z xx0 a1dx)Z xx0 b1(t(x))v 2 exp(  Z xx0 a1dx)dx 2 = 0;b1 6= 0:Proof. Having solved (2.6) over v we get (2.8). Then substituting (2.7) by (2.8)and using the relation u = t0, we get (2.9). At least, solving (2.6) over u andsubstituting (2.7) by obtained expression, we get (2.11), when b1 = 0, or we get(2.12), when b1 6= 0. Lemma 3 (Cayley). 1) fx; tg =  ft; xg _x2, 2) ft( ); xg = ft; g 02x + f; xg.Lemma 4. The equation (2.9) general solution can be written in the form of thecomposition t = t     x, where t( ) is the inversion of some solution  = w0(t)of the equation f; tg = B0(t),  () = c1 + c2c3 + c4is the equation f; g = 0 general solution, and (x) = !0(x) is some particularsolution of the equation f; xg = A0(x), i. e. in the formw0(t) = c1 + c2!0(x)c3 + c4!0(x) ; c1c4   c2c3 6= 0:The proof is based on lemma 3.
84 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVTheorem 3. The set of all transformations (2.3), that give us the Kummer prob-lem solution, is described by the formulas (2.8) and(2.13) Z exp  Z b1(t)dt z 21 dt = c1 + c2 R exp(  R a1dx)y 21 dxc3 + c4 R exp(  R a1dx)y 21 dxwhere y1 and z1 are some particular solutions of the equations (2.1) and (2.2)respectively.Proof. The equation (2.1) transformation to (2.2) process can be carried outthrough intermediate equations 00() = 0 and  00( ) = 0. During this processindependent variables are making a chain x !  !  ! t. Using the theorem 2and lemma 4, we get the theorem statement. An category approach. It is known that the category theory approach can beapplied to LODE{2. Boruvka [5] is one of the founders of this theory (see alsoNeuman [41]). We shall recall some of its notions.Category { is notion which selects some algebraic properties of collection of mor-phisms (transformations) of mathematical objects of the same name to each other,with the condition that morphisms collections contain identity mappings and theyare closed over consecutive fullment of mappings.A category A consists of ObA class, which elements are called category Aobjects, and MorA class, which elements are called category A morphisms. Toevery ordered couple of objects P;Q 2 ObA the set Hom(P;Q) from MorA isassociated. If  2 Hom(P;Q), then we say, that P is an origin, or domain ofdenition, of the  morphism, and Q is an endpoint, or range of values, of the morphism. A morphism can be also designated by means of arrows: P ! Q, orP  ! Q.The following axioms are true in these conditions:1. Every morphism  belongs to one and only one set Hom(P;Q).2. For any two morphisms  2 Hom(P;Q) and  2 Hom(Q;S) the compositionlaw    2 Hom(P; S) is dened so, thata) associative law is fullled(  )   =   (  )for every  2 Hom(S; U ).b) There exist such identical morphisms Ip 2 Hom(P; P ); Iq 2 Hom(Q;Q),(which are also called unitary morphisms, or unity elements), that Ip = Iq = .Ehresmann's groupoid. A category A is called Ehresmann's groupoid, if thefollowing axiom takes place equally with the above mentioned axioms:3. For any  2 Hom(P;Q) there exists  1 2 Hom(Q;P ) so, that   1 = Ip;  1   = Iq :Brandt's groupoid. Ehresmann's groupoid is called Brandt's groupoid if thefollowing axiom take place equally with the three above mentioned axioms:4. Hom(P;Q) 6=  for 8P;Q.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 85Theorem 4. A LODE{2 category (with KL transformations as the morphisms) isBrandt's groupoid, moreover KL transformations (2.3) are dened by the formulas(2.8) and (2.13).The transition from the A equation to B equation can be written in the formAfG(S)h 1 = Bwhere f is some transformation which transfers the (2.1) equation to z = 0 equa-tion; G(S) is the set of all transformations which transfer the z(t) = 0 equationto the  00( ) = 0 equation; h is some transformation which transfers the (2.2)equation to the 00( ) = 0 equation, and h 1 is inverse transformation to h.Reduction to the equations with the constant coecients. We shall con-sider as the preassigned equation the equation with the constant coecients(2.14) z + b1 _z + b0z = 0;where b0 is real constant, and b1 can be either real or pure imaginary constant.Lemma 5. The (2.1) equation, reducible to (2.14) by means of KL transforma-tion, can be factorized:a) through the noncommutative operators of the 1st order:(2.15) Ly  (D   v0v   u0u   r2u)(D   v0v   r1u)y = 0;b) through the commutative operators of the 1st order:(2.16) 1u2Ly  ( 1uD   v0uv   r2)( 1uD   v0uv   r1)y = 0;where r1; r2 are the roots of the characteristic equation(2.17) r2 + b1r + b0 = 0:The proof is following from lemma 1.Theorem 5. The (2.1) equation can be reduced to (2.14) by means of KL trans-formation and the following conditions take place at the same time:a) The (2.1) equation allows a one-parameter Lie group with generator(2.18) X = 1u @@x + v0uv y @@y ;b) u(x) is satisfying to the equations(2.19) 12 u00u   34 u0u 2   14u2 = A0(x);  = b21   4b0;
86 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOV(2.20) u000 + 6u0u00u + 6u03u2 + 4A0u0   2A00u = 0;c) the multiplier v and the kernel u of the KL transformation are related throughthe formulas(2.21) v(x) = ju(x)j 1=2 exp( 12 Z a1(x)dx+ 12b1 Z udx);(2.22) v00 + a1v0 + a0v   b0u2v = 0;d) v is satisfying one of the following nonlinear equations(2.23) v00 + a1v0 + a0v   b0v 3 exp( 2 Z xx0 a1dx) = 0; b1 = 0;(2.24) v00 + a1v0 + a0v   b0v 3 exp( 2 Z xx0 a1dx)b1 Z xx0 v 2 exp(  Z xx0 a1dx)dx 2 = 0;b1 6= 0;e) the function(2.25) R(x) = exp(  Z a1dx)u 1is the equation (2.1) resolvent and satises the equation(2.26) R000 + 3a1R00 + (4a0 + a01 + 2a21)R0 + (2a00 + 4a0a1)R = 0:Proof. The one-parametric group G1 with the generator (2.18) existence followsdirectly from the (2.1) reducibility to autonomous form (2.14) (see Berkovich [9],[10]). It can be checked by mere calculation that (2.20) can be reduced to (2.26) bymeans of (2.25). The latter fact can be easily checked up by the following method.It is known that the equation (2.26) general solution can be presented in the formy = c1y21 + c2y1y2 + c3y22, where y1; y2 are linear independent solutions of the(2.1) equation, and c1; c2; c3 are arbitrary constants. Because of (2.1) reducibilityto (2.14) we have(2.27) y1;2(x) =j u j 1=2 exp( 12 Z a1dx p2 Z udx);whence y1y2 = u 1 exp(  R a1dx), and its coincidence with (2.25).
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 87The symmetries of the linear equation of the 2nd orderDenition 1. We shall say that the (2.1) equation allows Lie one-parametergroup of symmetries:(2.28) x1 = f(x; y; a); y1 = '(x; y; a); a is a parameterif the (2.28) transformations are the group and the (2.1) equation is invariant tothe (2.28).The Lie algebra for the (2.1) equation has dimension equals to eight, corre-sponding to Lie group SL(3;R), and has the generatorsX1 = 1u @@x + v0uvy @@y ; X2 = v @@y = y1 @@y ; X3 = X1 Z udx;X4 = X2 Z udx = y2 @@y ; X5 = yvX1; X6 = yvX2 = y @@y ;X7 = (Z udx)2X1 + (yv Z udx)X2; X8 = yv Z udx)X1 + (yv )2X2;as a base, where u(x) is satisfying to Kummer-Schwarz's equation of 2nd order12 u00u   34 u0u 2 = A0(x);and v(x) { is satisfying to the formulav(x) = ju(x)j 1=2 exp( 12 Z a1(x)dx)In the work (Samokhin [44]) Lie algebra generators are represented in otherform.Kummer's problem turned out to be connected with adjoined nonlinear equa-tions, for which some or other principle of nonlinear superposition takes place.Denition 2 (Schneider, Winternitz [45]). We shall say that for ODEF (x; y; y0; : : : ; y(n)) = 0nonlinear superposition principle is true if its general solution can be repre-sented in the form of nonlinear functiona) of particular solutions of nonlinear equation;b) of arbitrary constants;c) of particular solutions of adjoined linear equation.
88 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVLemma 7. The Kummer{Schwarz's equation (2.19) has the following generalsolution which depends from :u(1)(x) = F (1y2 + 1y1) 1(2y2 + 2y1) 1; 1 = (12   21)2 > 0;u(2)(x) = F (Ay22 + By1y2 + Cy21) 1; 2 = B2   4AC < 0;u(3)(x) = F (y2 + y1) 2; 3 = 0:Also there are special cases:u(4)(x) = F (y2 + y1) 1y 1i ; i = 1; 2; 4 = 2;u(5)(x) = Fy 2i ; 5 = 0:Here y2 = y1R Fy 21 dx; F = e  R a1dx, and y1; y2 form the base for the (2.1)equation.The (2.22) equation, which has the basic role in KL transformation theory, willbe called B-equation.Lemma 8. B - equation (2.22) has general solutionv(1)(1;2) = (1y2 + 1y1) 12 b12p1 (2y2 + 2y1) 12 b12p1 ; 1 > 0;v(2)(1;2) =qAy22 +By2y1 +Cy21 exp b1p 2 arctan 2Ay2 + By1p 2y1 ; 2 < 0v(3)(1;2) = (y2 + y1) exp b1y12(y2 + y1); 3 = 0;v(4)(1;2) = (y2 + y1) 12 b12 y 12 b12i ; 4 = 2 > 0; i = 1; 2;v(5)(1;2) = yi expb1y22y1 ; 5 = 0;where y1; y2 form the base for the (2.1) equation.If a1 = 0, then B-equation has the formv00 + (a0(x)  b0u2(x))v = 0:If, in addition, b1 = 0, then B-equation corresponds to Ermakov's equation(2.29) v00 + a0(x)v   b0v 3 = 0;and the (2.19) equation has the form(2.30) 12 u00u   34 u0u 2 + b0u2 = a0(x):Corollary. General solutions for the (2.29) and (2.30) equations have the formsv2(x) = c1y21 + c2y1y2 + c3y22;  4b0 = c22   4c1c3;(2.31) u(x) = (c1y21 + c2y1y2 + c3y22) 1;  4b0 = c22   4c1c3;respectively, where y1; y2 is the base of the equation y00 + a0(x)y = 0:
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 89x3. Second order related linear differential equationsconnected by Kummer-Liouville's transformationIt was mentioned in x2 that constructive investigation of LODE-2 can be real-ized very eectively by means of the KL transformations and in many importantcases the equation can be integrated in quadrature or special functions by meansof this transformation. How the bilateral sequences of linear equations (relatedequations families) can be constructed from one generative equation is shown inthis paragraph.The following two equations:(3.1) y00+a1(x)y0+a0(x)y = 0; a1(x) 2 C1(I); a0(x) 2 C(I); I = fxja < x < bg;(3.2) y001 + a1y01 + a0y1   b0u2y1 = 0will be called the related equations. (They correspond to the equations (2.1) and(2.22)). They are indirectly connected with each other by means of KL transfor-mation.The procedure for related equations construction will be called basic procedure(B-procedure).3.1 Basic procedure and related linear dierential equationsof 2nd order.Let us consider an equation:(a0) y00 + a0(x)y = 0:Theorem 6 (Berkovich [10], [11]). The equation (a0) induces the following equa-tions sequence(ak) y00k + akyk = 0;ak = a0   kXs=1 b0su2s;b0s = const 6= 0; ak = ak 1   b0ku2k;where us(x) is satisfying to the following sequence of the KS-2 equations:12 u00sus   34 u0sus2   14su2s = as 1;s = b21s   4b0sis discriminant of the characteristic equation:r2s  b1srs + b0s = 0:
90 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVThen linear independent solutions yk(1;2) have the form:yk(1;2) = jukj 1=2 exp((1=2b1k Z ukdx); b1k 6= 0;yk1 = jukj 1=2; yk2 = jukj 1=2 Z ukdx; b1k = 0This equations sequence (ak) can be written in the formy00k + [a0   kXs=1 b0s(s1y2s 1 + s1y1s 1) 2(s2y2s 1 + s2y1s 1) 2]yk = 0;where y1s; y2s are the base of the equation y00s +asys = 0, (s1s2 s2s1)2 = s.Theorem 7. The equation (ak) induces the following equations sequence (as),s = k   1; 0, whereas = ak   kXm=s+1 b0 mu2 m; as 1 = as   b0su2 s;u m = (1 my1m 1 + 1 my2m 1) 1(2 my1m 1 + 2 my2m 1) 1b0m =  b0m; b1 m = pm;  m = (1 m2 m   2 m1 m)2 = (b1 m)2   4b0 m:and y1m 1; y2m 1 form the base of the equation (am 1).3.2 Examples.We shall consider the sequence (we shall call it 0 - sequence), which is inducedby the equation y00 = 0 (with support a0  0) by means of B - procedure.Example 1. Liouville equation:y00 + d(ax2 + bx+ c) 2y = 0:It corresponds to the basic equation v00   b0u2v = 0, where d =  b0, u = (ax2 +bx+ c) 1.Example 2.y00   m(m + 1)x2 + 1T 4 y = 0; T =   2m + 1x m + xm+1;m 6=  12 :This equation has the general solutiony = T [M cosh xmT +N sinh xmT ]:
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 91Example 3. y00 + 14x2 + 1x2S4 y = 0; S =  logx+ :This equation has the general solutiony = pxS(M cos 1S +N sin 1S ):The following two examples which belong to Ince's equations class also belongto Schrodinger's equations class:Example 4.y00 +m2y + d(a sin2mx + b sinmx cosmx + c cos2mx) 2y = 0:Example 5.y00  m2y + d(a sinh2mx + b sinhmx coshmx + c cosh2mx) 2y = 0:Examples 4 and 5 belong to bilateral (0) - sequence( m2 + d(a sinh 2mx+ b cosh 2mx+ c) 2)   ( m2)   (0)(0)  ! (m2)  ! (m2 + d(a sin 2mx+ b cos 2mx+ c) 2):Example 6.The following equationy00   [f2(x) + f 0(x) + b01F 4(1 + 1) 2(2 + 2) 2]y = 0;where f(x) a rather arbitrary function, F = exp(  R fdx);  = R F 2dx, is inducedby the equation ( f2(x)   f 0(x)).Solutions of all mentioned examples are given in details in Berkovich [10], [11].x4. Second order related linear differential equationsconnected with Euler-Imshenetskii-Darboux's transformationWe shall consider known method of integrable equations reproduction. Thismethod is based on dierential transformation which is often called Darbouxtransformation but correctly it should be called Euler{Imshenetskii{Darboux'stransformation [25], [33], [21]. Also the connection between the KL and EIDtransformation will be indicated.4.1 Euler problem and Euler{Imshenetskii{Darboux's transformationfor canonical linear equation of second order.Let we have the equation(4.1) y00 + a0(x)y = 0; a0(x) 2 C(I)By means of EID transformation(4.2) z = (x)y0 + (x)y; (x); (x) 2 C2(I)reduce (4.1) to the preassigned form(4.3) z00 + b0(x)z = 0; b0(x) 2 C(I):
92 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVTheorem 8 (Euler, Imshenetskii, Darboux).The equation (4.1) induces the following equations sequence(4.4) y00k + akyk = 0;where(4.5) ak = a0 + 2 kXs=10s 1;and as 1 is satisfying Riccati equation(4.6) 0s 1 + 2s 1 + as 1 = s 1;or, denoting(4.7) s 1 = (ln ~ys 1)0 = ~y0s 1~ys 1we shall get(4.8) ak = a0 + 2 kXs=1(ln ~ys 1)00 = a0 + 2 kXs=1 ~y0s 1~ys 10 ;where ~ys 1 is the equation's(4.9) y00s 1 + (as 1   )ys 1 = 0;eigenfunction corresponding to eigenvalue  = s 1.4.2 Euler problem and Euler-Imshenetskii-Darboux's transformationfor complete linear equations of second order.Let we have the equation(4.11) y00 + a1(x)y0 + a0(x)y = 0; a1 2 C1(I); a0(x) 2 C(I)To reduce it to a preassigned form(4.13) z00 + b1(x)z0 + b0(x)z = 0; b1(x) 2 C1(I); b0(x) 2 C(I)by means of EID transformation, which is written in the form(4.12) z = (x)y0   (x)y; (x); (x) 2 C2(I)In other wordsa) to nd (4.12) by means of assigned (4.11) and (4.13).The mentioned problem has others formulations:b) to nd (4.13) by means of assigned (4.11), (4.12);c) to nd (4.11) by means of assigned (4.12), (4.13).
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 93Theorem 9 (Heading [32], Whiting [47]). For transformation (4.11) to (4.13) bymeans of transformation (4.12) it is necessary and sucient that the formula(4.14) 0   0 + 2 + a02 + a1 = K exp(Z (a1   b1)dx)takes place, where K is an integration constant. The expression (4.14) is the rstintegral of the equations system(4.15) 00 + b10 + (b0   a0)+ (a00 + a0b1   a0a1) + 2a10 = 0;(4.16) 00 + (b1   2a1)0 + (b0   a0 + a21   a1b1   a01) + (a1   b1)  20 = 04.3 About relation between KL and EID transformations.Theorem 10. For the equation (4.11) transformation to itself(4.17) z00 + a1(x)z0 + a0(x)z = 0; a1(x) 2 C1(I); a0(x) 2 C(I)by means of EID transformation (4.12) it is necessary and sucient that(4.18) (x) = u 1(x); (x) = v0v 1u 1;where u(x) and v(x) are the kernel and multiplier of the KL transformation, re-spectively, which transforms (4.11) to an equation with constant coecients.4.4 Amplitudes. Let y1; y2 is the equation (a0) base, w is its Wronskian. Thefunctions(4.19) v =qy21 + y22; v1 =qy021 + y022 ;are called the rst and the second amplitudes of the y1; y2 base. The functionsv(x); v1(x) are satisfying to nonlinear equations of the second order(4.20) v00 + a0(x)v   w2v3 = 0;(4.21) v001   a00a0 v01 + a0(x)v1   w2a20v31 = 0:Let apply EID transformation to the equation (4.1)(4.12') z = (x)y0:
94 L. M. BERKOVICH, N. H. ROZOVThen the equation (4.14) (the rst integral) has the form(4.14') a02 = K exp(Z a00a0 dx);whence  can be assumed equal to unit. Integration constant K can also beassumed equal to unit. The equation (4.1) is transformed into the equation(4.22) z00   a00a0 z0 + a0z = 0:The equation (4.22) can be transformed to + w2 = 0; w = const :by means of KL transformationz = v1(x); dt = u1(x)dx;where v1 =j u1 j 1=2 exp 12 Z  a00a0 dx =j u1 j 1=2 pj a0 j:Corresponding to (2.15) the equation (4.22) factorization has the formD   v01v1   a00a0   r2a0v 21 D   v01v1   r1a0v 21  z = 0; r2  w2 = 0:Uncovering factorization, due to dierential analogy of Vieta's theorem, we getv01v1 + a00a0 + r2a0v 21 v01v1 + r1a0v 21  v01v1 + r1a0v 21 0 = a0:The equation (4.21) for v1 follows from the latest formula.Using the substitution(4.23) z = exp 12 Z  a00a0dxY =pja0jYin the (4.22) equation we get the equation(4.24) Y 00 + (a0 + 12 a000a0   34 a020a20 )Y = 0which, according to Boruvka [1], we call the accompanying equation.The accompanying equation (4.24) solution has the formY = y0pja0j
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 95Let the equation (4.1) be assigned in the form (a0) by means of the "support"a0. Then the accompanying equation can be assigned in the form (â1), where thesupport â1 has the form̂a1(x) = a0(x) + 12 a000a0   34 a00a02 ;or more concisely â1(x) = a0(x) + f xZx0 a0()d; xg; x0 2 Iwhere the symbol f; g designates Schwarz's derivative of xRt0 a0()d, which is cal-culated at the point x.The following theorem displays the relation between (a0) and (â1).Theorem 11 (Boruvka [1]). For any integral of the equation (a0), the functionY (x) = y0(x) : pja0(x)j is an integral of the equation (â1); conversely, for anyintegral Y of the equation (â1) the function Ypja0(x)j is the derivative y0 ofexactly one integral y of the equation (a0).ConclusionKummer{Liouville's transformation are also applied in investigations of lin-ear dierential equations of the order n > 2 (see Laguerre [35], Halphen [29],Forsyth [26], Berkovich [10], [12]), including global transformations (see Birkho[17], Gregus [28] and especially Neuman [42], who has developed Boruvka's ap-proach). KL transformation is also applied in investigation of nonlinear equations(see, for example, Berkovich [13], Berkovich and Rozov [14], [15], [16], Hanon[31]). It is a very extensive and poorly investigated theme. But consideration ofmentioned theme is not the subject of this paper. Kummer's problem has beenapplied a new in investigations of Sturm{Liouville's and Hill's equations (Lazutkinand Pankratova [36]), and also in investigations of nonlinear equations (Gelfand,Dikii [27]), including Korteveg{de Vries's periodical problem investigation (see.,for example, Marchenko [40]).Application of linear dierential transformation to higher order equations wasinitiated by Imshenetskii [33] and has been waiting for its further development.It should be noted in conclusion that the rst author work was partially nancedby RFBR, the grant 96-01-01997.
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